
The Strong Like Mum Method: Empowering
Moms to Transform Their Fitness
In the world of fitness, it's no secret that moms often face unique challenges
when it comes to finding time and energy to prioritize their health. Between taking
care of children, managing a household, and juggling various responsibilities, it's
easy for self-care to take a backseat.

Fortunately, there's a revolutionary approach called The Strong Like Mum Method
that aims to empower moms to transform their fitness and reclaim their strength.
This method, developed specifically for mothers, recognizes the incredible
physical demands they face on a daily basis and provides tailored workouts and
guidance to help them reach their fitness goals.

What is The Strong Like Mum Method?

The Strong Like Mum Method is a comprehensive fitness program designed to
meet the unique needs and goals of mothers. It focuses on building strength,
increasing energy levels, and improving overall well-being. This method takes
into account the varying fitness levels, time constraints, and body changes that
moms experience.
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Unlike traditional workout programs that often neglect the realities of motherhood,
The Strong Like Mum Method incorporates exercises that mimic the physical
demands of being a mom. From lifting and carrying children to performing
everyday tasks, this innovative method helps moms develop functional strength
they can apply to their daily lives.

Why Choose The Strong Like Mum Method?

With countless fitness options available, you may wonder why The Strong Like
Mum Method stands out from the crowd. Here are some compelling reasons to
consider this empowering approach:

1. Transformational Workouts: The Strong Like Mum Method delivers targeted
workouts that focus on building strength, cardiovascular endurance, flexibility, and
balance. These workouts are carefully designed to fit into busy schedules and
accommodate moms' varying fitness levels.

2. Expert Guidance: The program is developed and led by experienced fitness
professionals who understand the unique challenges moms face. They provide
expert guidance, support, and motivation throughout the entire fitness journey to
ensure optimal results.

3. Tailored Nutrition Plans: The Strong Like Mum Method not only emphasizes
exercise but also recognizes the importance of a balanced nutrition plan to fuel
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the body. Personalized meal plans are provided to help moms optimize their
progress and achieve their desired fitness goals.

4. Community Support: Becoming part of The Strong Like Mum Method means
joining a supportive community of like-minded moms who inspire and motivate
each other. This sense of camaraderie fosters accountability and provides a
space for sharing experiences, challenges, and achievements.

How The Strong Like Mum Method Works

The Strong Like Mum Method is designed to be accessible and effective for
moms at any fitness level. Here's an overview of how it works:

1. Assessment: Each mom begins by undergoing an initial assessment to identify
their current fitness level, goals, and potential limitations. This ensures that the
program is tailored to their specific needs and abilities.

2. Customized Workouts: Based on the assessment results, personalized
workouts are created to target strength, endurance, flexibility, and balance. These
workouts are designed to gradually progress, ensuring continuous improvement
over time.

3. Nutritional Guidance: Alongside the workouts, moms receive guidance on
healthy eating habits and personalized meal plans. Proper nutrition is crucial for
fueling the body, aiding muscle recovery, and maximizing overall results.

4. Ongoing Support: The Strong Like Mum Method provides continuous support
and guidance throughout the fitness journey. Regular check-ins, progress
tracking, and access to an online community ensure that moms stay motivated,
accountable, and connected.



Testimonials

"The Strong Like Mum Method has truly transformed my life. As a mom, finding
time for myself was always a challenge, but this program has shown me that it's
possible. I now feel stronger, more energized, and more confident in my
capabilities. Highly recommended!" - Sarah, mom of two.

"I had struggled with postpartum fitness for years until I discovered The Strong
Like Mum Method. This program not only helped me regain my strength but also
taught me how to prioritize my well-being as a mom. It's been a game-changer for
me and I couldn't be more thankful." - Emily, mom of three.

The Strong Like Mum Method is a groundbreaking fitness program that
empowers moms to prioritize their well-being and transform their fitness. By
recognizing the unique challenges faced by mothers, this method provides
tailored workouts, expert guidance, and community support, ultimately enabling
moms to discover their strength and achieve their fitness goals.

If you're a mom looking to take control of your fitness journey, The Strong Like
Mum Method is your answer. Join this empowering movement and embrace the
strength within you!
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Discover the natural strength of the female body, awaken your inner power and
enjoy a happy, healthy, confident pre and postnatal experience with this inspiring,
stereotype-shattering book.

In The StrongLikeMum Method, pre and postnatal fitness expert and mum of four
Shakira Akabusi accompanies you on your pregnancy journey and throughout the
first year of motherhood to help you tap into the full power of your body and mind
with accessible exercise and wellness advice.

The benefits of leading an active lifestyle are so much greater than the aesthetic
goals we're bombarded with almost everywhere we turn. This book will unlock
secrets that have been hidden in history and show how the female body has
adapted and changed to become the powerful force it is today. As well as easy-
to-follow exercises, Shakira's empowering StrongLikeMum Method provides
advice on nutrition, the power of sleep, language and ways to adopt a positive
mindset.

Whether you are a first-time mum or a mother to two or more and whether you
are hoping to enjoy an active pregnancy or wish to recover effectively
postpartum, this book has been written to give you a full understanding of what
your body and mind are capable of during and after pregnancy. It will give you the
tools to understand your own body and instill the confidence to sustain a fit,
healthy and happy lifestyle inside and out.
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